FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CDF Corporation exhibiting IBC and Bag-in-Box at the IDFA Ice Cream Technology Conference
Plymouth, MA, March 25, 2016 - CDF Corporation, a global company that specializes in the manufacture and sale of high

quality pail, drum, intermediate bulk container and bag in box liners and flexible packaging, will display an IBC tote liner
and bag-in-box at booth# 5 at the International Dairy Foods Association Ice Cream Technology Conference.
The International Dairy Foods Association Ice Cream Technology Conference will be held April 12th through the 13th at the
Hyatt Coconut Point Resort & Spa in Bonita Springs, Florida. This event is for ice cream and frozen dessert professionals.
The Ice Cream Technology Conference focuses specifically on frozen dessert research, technology, new market trends,
food safety, labeling and opportunities.
CDF offers a wide range of flexible products that satisfy ice cream manufacturers’ needs. Form-fit IBC (cube-shaped)
liners provide high performance in critical applications, such as top-fill applications using a bridge or automated filler;
containers with no access doors for placing a liner at the bottom; high speed fills and viscous products that would get
caught in the folds of pillow-shaped liners.
Air-Assist® liners are specially designed for convenient dispense and improved evacuation of high viscosity products. The
Air-Assist liner features a Form-fit liner with an attached air bladder. As the air bladder is inflated, it pushes against the
Form-fit liner, forcing the viscous product out of the bottom dispense fitment, resulting in less residual product left in the
liner.
Bag-in-box will also be on display. Bag-in-box is the ideal packaging solution for food applications ranging in size from 1
liter to 25 liters. CDF offers both form-fit and pillow styles to meet all your bag in box needs.
Representing CDF will be Leigh Vaughn, Regional Manager. Leigh has 25 years of sales management experience in the
flexible packaging industry. Combining a deep understanding of packaging, industrial applications and direct customer
relationships allows Leigh to offer a consultative approach in these areas.

About CDF Corporation
CDF Corporation is a privately held international company that specializes in the manufacture and sale of high quality pail,
drum, intermediate bulk container and bag in box liners and flexible packaging. CDF manufactures products ranging in sizes
from 2 ounces to 330 gallons in its Plymouth, Massachusetts ISO certified facility. Our unique products satisfy a variety of
markets and applications including the food and beverage, chemical and cosmetic industries. www.cdf1.com
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